Conveyor lubricant
Cobiolube® Sawmill is a lubricant that has been developed
especially for conveyors that operate outdoors. Paying close
attention to both the special needs of the timber industry’s
and the exceptionally challenging Finnish weather conditions, Cobiolube®
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smooth and uninterrupted advance of the entire wood processing process. This improves produc tivity
and helps maintain schedules, leading to better customers satisfaction and operating profit.
Cobiolube® Sawmill is a biodegradable ecofriendly lubricant which has been developed specifically to
provide good lubricity performance and trouble free maintenance for the very demanding sawmill
operation environment.
Cobiolube® Sawmill has been designed to lubricate at heart your chain and sprockets as well as keep
them clean and dust free. The carefully chosen ecofriendly additive will protect your equipment against
rust and corrosion.
Even under a very heavy load which requires extreme pressure properties for protection and tack
adhesion to the work surface, Cobiolube® Sawmill ensures very good anti wear and extreme-pressure
performance as well as a good lubricity. Thereby reducing unscheduled downtime and increasing
operating profit.
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It has good flow characteristic in extreme cold weather along with excellent thermal stability at
high temperatures. This makes Cobiolube® sawmill your ideal partner in any situation.
Cobiolube® sawmill is about two times more slippery than mineral oil; this enables your
conveyor to get more power which facilitates the movement of the logs.
Compared to traditionnal mineral oil Cobiolube® sawmill is not classified as a comburant or
oxidizer. This make it safer for user and facilities, in case of fire Cobiolube® sawmill is not
flammable and will not spread the fire.
Cobiolube® sawmill main characteristics:
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REGULAR
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THE OIL-FREE LUBRICANT WITH ECOLABEL RECOGNITION
Cobiolube® sawmill has been awarded with European Union’s Ecolabel emblem. This emblem is given
only to products that are able to lighten the environmental footprint throughout their lifecycle – from
raw materials all the way to manufacturing, usage and disposal. The high quality is ensured with
independent tests, where the candidate products have to be able to meet the performance level of the
respective market leader.

THE DEVELOPERS OF THE FUTURE
Jarmat Oy designs and develops innovative products by
utilizing natural resources. As protecting the
environment is one of our guiding principles, we aim to
play a key beneficial role in society without
compromising customer satisfaction.
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